Dear Parents, Guardians and Caregivers,

New Car Parks

The car parks are now obviously completed and all we are waiting on is some additional signage. To ease congestion and help the traffic flow the new car park near the early childhood block is predominantly for Kindergarten and Pre Primary Parent parking as they are required to walk their child to and from the classroom. If the car park is full please park in the McCrae Avenue parking area and avoid parking on verges or behind other vehicles. All other pick-ups and drop-offs are to occur in the McCrae Avenue parking. Parent please adhere to these areas to assist in the smooth flow and for the safety of our students.

School Office

We’d like to welcome Mandy to the role of School Officer whilst Anne is on leave. We were lucky to be able to employ Mandy as she had been previously employed at Tom Price Senior High School.

Term 2

This term started with the sad news of the passing of two community members. These individuals were a prominent part of the Onslow School community. We pass our condolences on to their families. Parents if you notice that your child is affected by the two passings please talk to your classroom teacher as they have support material if you require it.

Uniforms

Parents please remind students to wear the Onslow School uniforms daily. Fridays are the exception with shirts such as Wirra Foundation, Onslow Skate Team, Attendance and Shooting Goals shirts able to be worn.

NAPLAN testing

The National Assessment program for Literacy and Numeracy testing will be taking place from Tuesday 2nd - Friday 13th May for all year 3, 5, 7 and 9 students. Please make sure your children are attending all of these days as the tests affect many areas of the school such as funding and future planning.

Jackie Barry
Principal, Onslow PS
Kindergarten Celebrates Mother's Day

On Thursday 5th May, the Kindergarten classroom invited Mums, Nanna's and Aunties along to celebrate Mother's Day.

The students made vanilla cupcakes in the morning with Sally and set up the classroom ready for our special visitors.

At 9 o'clock the Mums and Aunties came and took turns at getting their hair, nails and make up done. There was also a photo booth and a painting station.

Everyone was able to decorate a cup cake and even made their own special cup to take home. Once all the activities were finished the students and their special visitors sat down and had morning tea and a play.

Don’t worry Dads; your turn is in Sep-

Decorate your own cup!

Materials:
- Bowl
- Cold Water
- Nail polish (at least 2 colours)
- Clean plain cup or mug
- Paper towel
- Tooth pick

Instructions:
1. Half fill the bowl with cold water.
2. Pour the nail polish in to the water.
3. Dunk your cup or mug in to the water, (try to get all the cup covered in one go)
4. Place upside down on the paper towel to dry,
5. Use the tooth pick to get the rest of the nail polish out of the bowl.

*You may want to varnish your cup to protect it!